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UBS still
top fee
earner
in slump
Nisha Gopalan
Investment banking

UBS kept its top place in invest-
ment banking revenue in Asia
during the first nine months of
the year, even as fees dropped by
more than a third amid the
downturn.

UBS earned $US323 million in
fees in the nine-month period,
garnering a 5.3 per cent share of
the market, according to Deal-
ogic.

However, illustrating the
change of fortunes brought on by
the market turmoil and shake-up
on Wall Street, Japanese banks
assumed the mantle of highest fee
earners in the most recent third
quarter thanks to a spate of
domestic loan and bond transac-
tions.

During the three months from
July to September, Mizuho Finan-
cial Group earned $US109 mil-
lion, taking a 7.1 per cent share of
the region’s investment banking
market mainly thanks to debt
deals, including deals by one of its
sister companies.

In the same quarter last year,
Mizuho was 10th.

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial
Group took second place for the
quarter, with $US87 million, and
Deutsche Bank was third with
$US78 million.

Bankers said mergers and ac-
quisitions — mostly led by out-
bound acquisitions by Japanese
and Chinese firms — would
continue to do well while they
sought windows to get other deals
done.

‘‘While volumes are down on
last year we have accessed the
capital markets for our clients
when windows have presented
themselves,’’ said Robert Rankin,
head of investment banking, Asia,
at UBS.

Citigroup ranked second place
for fees for the nine months,
followed by Mizuho, data from
Dealogic showed. Citigroup made
$US305 million and Mizuho
earned $US253 million. Still, the
weak markets are leading to a
build-up of undone deals.

‘‘Overall activity is naturally
lower on the capital markets side
and there is a busy pipeline
building as result,’’ said Mark
Renton, head of investment bank-
ing for Citigroup in Asia.

However, he added that M&A
dialogue with Asian companies
had stayed high, partly because
‘‘the West needs capital and
capital resides in the East’’.

Citigroup advised on the year’s
biggest deal for revenue so far: the
$US5.71 billion initial public offer-
ing of state-owned railroad
builder China Railway Construc-
tion, which listed in Hong Kong
and Shanghai in March.

In a period when equity deal
volumes have more than halved
and inbound acquisitions fell 12
per cent, outbound M&A was a
bright spot, rising 25 per cent to
$US117.9 billion.

Outbound M&A covers acqui-
sitions by Asian companies out-
side their home country, while
inbound M&A is where non-
Asian firms buy into an Asian
company. Chinese companies are
still eager to buy, but several
investments that are underwater
have made them more cautious.

‘‘There’s a perception that
Chinese companies are staying
out and waiting for the bottom,
but this could change any time,’’
said Kalpana Desai, head of
mergers and acquisitions for Asia-
Pacific at Merrill Lynch.

For the nine months as a whole,
investment banking revenue, in-
cluding that from sponsoring
China-listed A shares, fell 34 per
cent to $US6 billion.

The drop was in line with the
US, where revenue fell by the
same percentage to $US18.3 bil-
lion, and slightly more than
Europe, where revenue dropped
by 32 per cent to $US16.7 billion.

Bankers have lost direction
Carl Mortished
London

If they can’t lend,
what use are
banks?

TO a treasurer working in a large
industrial company, the big banks
look like Hummers: overweight,
oversized and over-engineered ve-
hicles that can’t afford the fuel
that keeps them on the road.

They won’t lend to anyone who
needs money, so they sit with their
engines idling until their tanks run
dry, whereupon local kids start
ripping off the hubcaps, the wheels
and the stereo.

Each day brings a government-
sponsored rescue, another natio-
nalisation with the shiny bits
asset-stripped by predatory rivals.
Still no one lends, and on Tuesday
overnight dollar Libor, the bench-
mark interest rate at which banks
deposit US dollar funds with one
another, jumped to 6.87 per cent.

At such extortionate rates —
overnight Libor is almost five
percentage points higher than
federal funds, the rate charged by
the US central bank, and three-
month Libor stands at a 2.5 per
cent premium — the banks have
stopped commercial lending.

Many banks cannot even get
funds at the Libor benchmark and
must pay more.

However, if the heart of global
capitalism has stopped, no such
problem affects the corporate sec-
tor, where big industrial compa-
nies outside the distressed build-
ing sector are able to fund day-to-
day business cheaply by selling
commercial paper.

These are IOUs, unsecured
promises to pay for up to nine
months, and the biggest corpor-
ates, such as big oil and mining
companies, can achieve rates of 1.5
per cent below Libor.

To make matters worse, banks
are trying to renege on their
promise to lend at agreed interest
rates. According to the Associa-
tion of Corporate Treasurers,
some are invoking a market dis-
ruption clause in loan agreements.

This is a last-resort get-out that
permits a banking syndicate to
substitute the agreed rate of inter-

est with a rate that reflects its
actual cost of funds.

The ACT advises its members
to insist that such clauses be used
only as a last resort, where several
banks in a syndicate can secure
funds only at rates above Libor.

We may be at the edge of last
resort, and it begs the question
whether Libor means anything. It
begs another question: if they
can’t lend, what use are banks?

In a blog published on the ACT
website John Grout, the associa-
tion’s policy and technical direc-
tor, suggests where we may be
heading if the financial sector
continues to unravel.

Companies will have to look
more to bond markets and less to
banks for funding. The unwinding
of the banks will extend to the
corporate sector, where borrowing
will fall, he predicts.

Equity will become more im-

portant in company funding plans
when market volatility is high.
That means a higher cost of
capital for companies.

In plain English, it will become
more expensive to run a business,
with knock-on consequences for
the economy, the high street and
you and me.

The big irony of this crisis of
global capitalism is that it occurs
at a time when companies are
reasonably well funded.

Borrowing outside the dis-
tressed sectors is not excessive and
there is little evidence yet of large-
scale corporate distress. The chaos
in the financial sector has yet to
filter through to the high street in
the form of collapsing demand
and unemployment.

However, we know this will not
last long. Volumes in the commer-
cial paper markets are diminishing
as money market funds pull in
their horns.

They fear their customers,

spooked by the chaos, will begin to
redeem their money. If that hap-
pens on a large scale, companies
will lose a vital funding source and
be forced to pay much more for
working capital.

During turmoil, everyone looks
for stability, but in the financial
sector in this gathering storm no
institution is a beacon showing the
way. Regulators are discredited,
politicians are bickering and cen-
tral banks are ineffective.

There is, however, a supply of
liquidity available in the corporate
sector, the proceeds of years of
strong corporate profits and the
build-up of reserves. This money
could be tapped if there was a
market that functioned effectively
to match those flush with cash to
firms requiring short-term funds.

This is the proper function of
banks. It is what they were created
to do — match borrowers and
lenders — but these institutions
have built on top of that simple
business a tower of investment
activity that has nothing to do
with being a simple clearing house
for funds.

So overburdened are these
banks from their activities as
principal investors, as opposed to
simple money agencies, they have
destroyed their fundamental pur-
pose — to be conduits of funds.
That is evident from the roller-
coaster movement of dollar Libor.

The London interest rate quote
that is used daily as a benchmark
for a million loan transactions
around the world has become
almost meaningless.

It is defined by the British
Bankers Association as the aver-
age rate at which banks indicate
they ‘‘could borrow’’ at 11am each
day, but what if they could not
borrow?

Ingenuity is required in times of
crisis and if the banking sector has
lost its bottle, others must step in.
Perhaps the time has come for an
independent clearing house for
commercial lending, owned by the
borrowers, and with no function
but to match lenders to borrowers.
The Times

Reserve Bank spends $840 in securitisation rescue bid
From Page 19

The majority of the RBA’s activity
has been centred on the ADI-
issued securities.

UBS strategist Matthew John-
son said the RMBS placement was
carried out at a strong price for the
lender of the securities.

‘‘If they went to the market and

tried to lend against RMBS, they
would not get the money for 5 and
12 basis points over cash,’’ Mr
Johnson said. ‘‘It is the small
players that are likely to be in a
tight spot as capital funding has
come under pressure and they
have the least luxury of a whole-
sale deposit base.’’

The global securitisation mar-

ket remains frozen, with the issu-
ance in major capital markets of
global asset-backed securities
worth less than $50 billion in the
third quarter of this calendar year.

Analysis by Thomson Reuters
showed that in the same period
last year, issuances were worth
$200 billion and almost $400
billion in the third quarter of 2006.

JPMorgan remains the largest
issuance bookrunner globally,
ahead of Citi and Bank of
America.

In Australia, equity capital mar-
kets proceeds were down 44.2 per
cent, with IPO issuance the hard-
est hit. In the quarter $27.4 billion
was raised, and new IPO activity
was down 10 per cent.

US house prices keep on crashing
DAVID
NASON
NEW YORK
CORRESPONDENT

Worse to come: Protesters against Hank Paulson’s bailout plan take to the streets outside the New York Stock Exchange yesterday Picture: AFP

HOUSE prices in the US con-
tinue to fall at record rates, raising
concerns that a new version of the
$US700 billion ($875 billion) Wall
Street bailout package to go
before Congress this morning will
provide only fleeting relief to the
world’s deeply troubled credit
markets.

The Standard & Poor’s/Case-
Schiller housing index shows
prices in July down 16.3 per cent
from a year ago in 20 US cities, a
record downturn.

The decline in the top 10 cities
was an even more alarming 17.5
per cent.

The data was accompanied by a
grim Moody’s Investors Service
forecast that the bottom of the
housing slump would not be
reached until 2010.

Moody’s had previously pre-
dicted a bottom by the middle of
next year.

‘‘The crisis in the US financial
system makes clear that the
troubles in the housing market
and the broader economy will
likely worsen before they im-
prove,’’ Moody’s says.

‘‘We believe that some home
builders will not survive.’’

The forecast lends credence to
the views of the super bears who
say US home prices need to fall
another 20 per cent before the
housing and credit markets can
stabilise.

If that is accurate, then the
Wall Street bailout plan con-
ceived by US Treasury Secretary
Hank Paulson is unlikely to
prevent hundreds of small and
medium-sized banks and financial
institutions from going under in
the months ahead.

Speaking to Congress last
week, Paulson said the housing
correction was the ‘‘root cause’’
of the US economic crisis because
it had resulted in illiquid
mortgage-related assets choking
off the flow of vitally important
credit.

The 100-member Senate will
today address Paulson’s revised
bill, which now contains increased
protection for individual bank
deposits insured by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp.

The move is designed to ap-
pease House of Representatives
members who rejected Monday’s
first version of the bailout because
there was not enough in it for
average Americans.

Under the amended bill, the
FDIC would guarantee all bank
deposits to a threshold of
$US250,000, up from the current
$US100,000 maximum.

Presidential candidates Barack
Obama and John McCain reaf-
firmed their support for the bail-
out yesterday and will return to
Washington for the vote, which is
due at 9.30am AEST.

The US Securities and Ex-
change Commission will also
come to the party ahead of the
vote by announcing a review of
the controversial mark-to-market
accounting rules that have stoked
the fires of the credit crisis by
compelling huge write-downs on
the mortgage-backed securities
held by banks and other financial
institutions.

Senate majority leader Harry
Reid said Democrats and Repub-
licans understood the importance
of the legislation, which aimed at
restoring confidence in the finan-
cial system.

‘‘It is my hope that with the
improvements we have made to
the administration’s proposal, the
Senate will pass the legislation,’’
he said.

If it does get through, the bill

will return to the House of
Representatives later tonight
AEST where supporters will seek
to overturn Monday’s 228-205 no
vote. Senate banking committee
chairman Chris Dodd said he
knew congressmen who were
having second thoughts about the
no votes they cast on Monday.

With this being a hedge fund
redemption week, hedge fund
managers will be among the
closest observers of the vote.

According to the S&P/Case-
Schiller data, the biggest declines
in US home values in the year to
July were in Las Vegas, Nevada
(29.9 per cent), Phoenix, Arizona

(29.3 per cent) and Miami, Florida
(28.2 per cent). Index committee
chairman David Blitzer said there
were signs of a slowdown in the
rate of decline across the metro
areas, but no evidence of a
bottom. ‘‘Little positive news can
be found when cities like Las
Vegas and Phoenix report annual

declines as large as 29.9 per cent
and 29.3 per cent respectively and
all 20 cities are still in negative
territory on a year-over-year ba-
sis,’’ he said.

The repercussions of the US
housing and credit market tur-
moil are now being felt in Europe
where five banks — four Euro-

pean and one British — required
government support to stay afloat
on Monday. Ireland, fearing a run
on its banks, has announced a
blanket guarantee for savings and
France also promised new meas-
ures to protect depositors. In
Russia the stock market was shut
for the second time in a month.

Costello savaged over super blame shift
Tim Blue
Superannuation

Time to buy: Adrian Raftery says markets invariably bounce back

FORMER Treasurer Peter Cost-
ello drew fire from financial
planners and political foes alike
yesterday. He was called heartless
and impulsive for trying to blame
advisers for over-enthusiastically
directing clients into superannu-
ation investments that have
crashed horribly since last year.

‘‘An extraordinary and heart-
less attack on working Austral-
ians,’’ said Superannuation Min-
ister Senator Nick Sherry
yesterday.

And the acting head of the
Financial Planning Association,
Deen Sanders said Mr Costello’s
comments ‘‘seemed a step back’’
in the battle to win public ap-
proval for super.

Senator Sherry called on Oppo-
sition leader Malcolm Turnbull
and shadow treasurer Julie
Bishop to stand up to Peter
Costello and reject his attacks,
reported in The Australian
yesterday.

Mr Costello said he was not to
blame for the huge surge of $15
billion into superannuation funds
last year as pre-retirees and others

sought to exploit new tax breaks.
Instead he blamed financial advis-
ers for the scramble.

Yesterday, Mr Sanders, Finan-
cial Planning Association deputy
chief executive, declared consum-
ers were right to seek advice and
to take advantage of the tax
effectiveness of superannuation.

‘‘Having an adequate, self-
funded retirement income strat-
egy for Australians has always
had bi-partisan support,’’ Mr
Sanders said.

‘‘When the former Govern-

ment removed tax on super-
annuation benefits over the age of
60, they made important inroads
to achieving this objective, as well
as simplifying the rules surround-
ing superannuation, and we’re
concerned that Mr Costello’s
comments seem to step back from
this now, and at such a sensitive
time.’’

On a promise of tax-free super
payments, thousands of Austral-
ians plunged into super funds in
the hope of catching what were
then roaring share and property

markets, only to see them fall
dramatically in the past six
months.

Adrian Raftery, chief executive
of Sydney-based financial adviser
ARW Financial Management,
said investors had to remember
market invariably bounced up,
even if it took time.

‘‘First, if you are out of the
market, it is very close to being
the time to buy. It is impossible to
know when the market has hit
absolute bottom, but the greatest
returns in share market history
are made in these times,’’ he said.

‘‘Use dollar cost averaging —
some today and some in a few
months — to ensure you are not
widely off the mark for re-entry.’’

All advisers yesterday stressed
that what mattered was the length
of time in the market, not picking
the low point.

‘‘If you bought when the share
market was higher, then an im-
portant maxim is to stay in the
market and don’t panic,’’ Mr
Raftery said.

‘‘Since 1985 the Australian
share market has returned an
average gain of 28 per cent in the
year following a negative return.’’

Markets wary of bailout despite yesterday’s gains
From Page 19

The restoration of activity, he
said, would also be spurred by
regulatory action around the
world, especially the saving of
troubled banks Fortis and Dexia
and the Irish move to guarantee
retail deposits.

‘‘I think, in conjunction with
the other actions, the package

could act as a circuit breaker and
stop the negative loop that has
been hurting the credit markets,’’
Mr Hayes said.

The prospect of the Reserve
Bank next cutting interest rates
by 50 basis points is now firming,
especially as indications emerge
that lending banks will not follow
suit.

Deutsche Bank’s fixed income

analyst David Plank said the RBA
would be forced into a more
aggressive cutting cycle to reacti-
vate liquidity in the market.

The cost of term funding for
retail banks has spiked sharply,
with this phase of the credit
crunch pushing prices higher.

Two-year term funding, before
the credit crisis, cost five basis
points over the bills swap rate, but

is now as high as 80 basis points,
while the five-years is at 150 basis
points compared to 16 basis
points.

‘‘The problem in the global
credit markets will have an impact
on the cost of funding, it already
has,’’ Mr Plank said.

‘‘This means we are likely to
get more official rate cuts than we
would in other circumstances.’’

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Central banks now lenders of first resort
Joellen Perry
Sudeep Reddy
Credit

Lobbying: Ben Benanke

AS they rush to ease deepening
strains in global credit markets,
central banks around the world
are increasingly transforming
themselves from being lenders of
last resort to lenders of first resort.

With lending between financial
institutions essentially frozen, the
central banks have effectively ta-
ken over the role banks play in
normal times, providing the day-
to-day grease that allows financial
markets to function.

Central banks around the world
have ramped up their efforts to
alleviate pressures in the short-
term funding markets, effectively
replacing the role of commercial
banks.

‘‘Banks are now on life-support
systems with the central banks,’’
Deutsche Bank economist in Lon-
don Thomas Mayer said.

In a crisis, deep-pocketed gov-
ernments are often the only insti-
tutions left that are able to lend to
troubled financial firms, and cen-
tral banks were created in part to
fulfil that role.

But despite the ongoing efforts
of central banks to keep markets
flush with cash, banks remain
exceptionally wary of lending to
one another. As a result, central
banks are taking on far more risk
than they would in normal times.

‘‘The central banks now act as
the risk-takers of last resort,’’ Mr
Mayer said.

Commercial banks swap collat-
eral for central bank funds, which

is meant to cover any losses the
central bank might incur if a bank
defaults.

Among indicators of money
market tension is that the federal
funds rate for overnight interbank
lending in the US shot up to about
7 per cent on Tuesday, well above
the 2 per cent target, before
pulling back.

And in Europe, the US dollar-
denominated London interbank
offered rate surged to 6.88 per
cent from 2.57 per cent on Mon-
day. European banks bidding for
dollars in the European Central
Bank’s latest auction of overnight
US dollar funding paid an 11 per
cent interest rate, almost four
times that of Monday’s 3 per cent.

Uncertainty about the future of
the US Government’s $US700
billion ($875 billion) bailout plan
accounted for some of the jitters,
as did the fears of bank default
that have stalked markets and
spooked investors since last
month’s collapse of Lehman
Brothers.

Banks were also scrambling to
square their books ahead of the
third quarter’s close on Tuesday.

In the US, the Federal Reserve
has been called in repeatedly to
save failing financial institutions.

The Fed announced on Monday
that it would expand agreements
with other central banks that
effectively sent US dollars abroad,
increasing the amount by $US330
billion to a total of $US620 billion.

And it added $US300 billion to
an auction program for banks to
receive longer-term funds.

Although the ECB cannot inter-
vene directly to prop up ailing
banks, it has tried to calm money
market tensions with a welter of
cash injections. On Monday, it
doled out j120 billion ($212 bil-
lion) in longer-term funds in a
special operation designed to tide
banks over the quarter and year-
end funding crunches.

The ECB has increasingly be-
come the safest place to store cash
and on Monday banks deposited a
record j44.4 billion at its deposit
window, which pays 3.25 per cent
interest, a full percentage point
below the central bank’s policy
rate. The record deposit level not
only shows the depth of reluc-
tance by banks to lend to firms
that may go bust, but that central
banks’ ongoing cash injections are
not working.

‘‘This is a very strong sign that
liquidity is absolutely not going
where it should go,’’ Royal Bank
of Scotland economist Jacques
Cailloux said. ‘‘That should send a
signal to the ECB that these
liquidity injections are not doing

the trick.’’ Central banks may no
longer have the tools to influence
market behaviour.

The ECB, which has been
unwilling to lower its key interest
rate amid persistent inflation
threats, may relent in coming
months in the face of increasingly
dismal economic data.

Failing an interest rate cut, the
ECB could lower the rate at its
marginal lending facility.

Fed chairman Ben Bernanke
and other top officials have been
lobbying for the $US700 billion
rescue plan, but its defeat by the
US Congress on Monday, as well
as continued stress in financial
markets, are putting more pres-
sure on the Fed to take other
action through lending facilities.

Direct borrowing at the Fed’s
discount window increased in the
most recent reporting period (to
September 24) to more than
$US200 billion. That is in addition
to hundreds of billions of dollars in
longer-term loans through several
lending auctions.

The Fed could flood the market
with additional liquidity, extend
loan terms and use existing pro-
grams more extensively, Macro-
economic Advisers vice-chairman
and former Fed governor Laur-
ence Meyer said.

But for the most part the Fed is
being forced to deal with problems
on a case-by-case basis. ‘‘There
are not a lot of good options out
there for anybody,’’ he said.
The Wall Street Journal
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